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Introduction
● Preclinical data demonstrate anti-VEGF agents can induce hypoxia, which may mediate resistance and induce increased tumor invasiveness.1
● TH-302 is an investigational hypoxia-targeted drug. Under markedly hypoxic conditions, TH-302 releases the DNA
alkylator bromo-isophosphoramide mustard (Br-IPM).2,3
● In several preclinical models, TH-302 plus an anti-VEGF
therapy has greater anti-tumor activity than either treatment
alone and this activity was associated with anti-VEGF in4
duced hypoxia.
● In this study, the multi-kinase VEGF inhibitor, pazopanib
(Paz) is evaluated in combination with TH-302 in a phase
I dose-escalation study followed by an expanded cohort to
better define the safety, tolerability and preliminary activity
of the combination.

Objectives

Assessments

DLT definitions

● Adverse events (AEs) are graded according to the NCI
Common Toxicity Criteria version 4.0.
● Efficacy [stable disease (SD), partial response (PR)] is assessed every 2 cycles with computed tomography (CT)
using Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST1.1).

● Hematologic toxicity: Any grade 4 neutropenia, thrombocytopenia or anemia or grade ≥ 3 neutropenia or thrombocytopenia lasting over 7 days.
● Any grade 3 thrombocytopenia associated with bleeding.
● Neutropenic fever.
● Nausea, vomiting or diarrhea grade ≥3 and lasting ≥ 4 days
despite adequate supportive measures.
● Grade ≥ 3 ALT or AST elevation > 7 days.
● Other non-hematologic toxicity grade ≥3, excluding alopecia, anorexia, fatigue, hypertension, isolated lab abnormalities (not clinically significant) and rare, idiosyncratic reactions to any of the study drugs. Anorexia, fatigue and hypertension will be considered as DLT only if they reach grade 4
or are considered unmanageable.
● Treatment delay of ≥ 14 days for cycle 2 due to unresolved
toxicity.
● Any treatment-related death or treatment-related hospitalization.

Eligibility
Key inclusion criteria:
● Histologically confirmed solid tumor malignancy for which
standard therapy or palliative measures do not exist or are
no longer effective.
● Disease measurable by RECIST.
● Age ≥18 years.
● Karnofsky performance status >70%.
● Life expectancy of at least 3 months.
● Adequate organ and marrow function.

Primary

Key exclusion criteria:

● Define the maximal tolerated dose (MTD) and the recommended phase II dose (RPTD) for pazopanib plus TH-302
in patients with advanced solid tumors.

● Previous hypersensitivity reactions to pazopanib and/or a
structural compound, biological agent, or formulation.
● Proteinuria at screening demonstrated by urine analysis
(UA) > 1+ or 24 hour urine protein ≥ 1 gram/24 hours.
● Severely impaired lung function (e.g. use of home O2, history of Idiopathic Lung Disease (ILD), any evidence of ILD on
scan.
● Poorly controlled hypertension [defined as systolic blood
pressure of >140 mmHg or diastolic blood pressure of >90
mmHg].
● History or abdominal fistula or perforation, impairment of
gastrointestinal function or gastrointestinal disease within 6
months of study drug.
● Significant or poorly controlled cardiovascular disease or
vascular disease within 6 months of study drug.
● History of significant bleeding with 6 months of study drug.
● Concomitant use of CYP3A4 inducers, strong inhibitors or
substrates with a narrow therapeutic window.
● Use or need for full dose anticoagulation other than low
molecular weight heparin.
● Serious, non-healing wound, active ulcer, or untreated bone
fracture as judged by treating physician.

Secondary
● To describe any dose-limiting and non dose-limiting toxicities of this drug regimen.

Materials & Methods
Trial Design
Stage 1: Dose escalation: cohort size 3-6
Stage 2: Expansion cohort at MTD/RPTD, approximately 16-18
● 28-day cycle
Table 1. Dosing Schema

Results
As of September 26, 2013 :
Enrollment is complete at 30; 13 in dose escalation, 17 in the
expanded cohort
Table 2. Baseline Characteristics

Table 4. Treatment-related Grade ≥2 AEs any time on study
Determination of MTD/RPTD
13 treated, 11 evaluable for DLT toxicity
Table 3. DLT per cohort

Efficacy
● 25 have at least one restaging scan; 3 came off for toxicity
before restaging, 1 clinically progressed and 1 has not yet
been restaged.
● Response rate for restaged patients: 12% PR, 64% SD and
24% PD.
● 24% experienced disease control for ≥ 6 months.

Figure 1. Duration of disease control

Conclusions
● The RPTD for this novel combination is pazopanib at 800
mg daily plus TH-302 at 340 mg/m2 on days 1, 8 and 15 of
each 28-day cycle.
● Toxicities for this combination are generally managable with
appropriate dose holds, reductions and supportive care as
clinically indicated.
● Preliminary activity is seen in treatment-refractory cancers
and support potential value of co-targeting tumor angiogenesis and tumor hypoxia.
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